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1.1

Introdu tion

In this hapter, we present a number of ontrol problems as hallenges
to experimenters wishing to explore new ideas for building automati
ontrollers that improve their performan e by learning from experien e.
The problems were hosen for the simpli ity with whi h they an be
stated and modeled and for their relevan e to diÆ ulties en ountered in
real ontrol situations. The diÆ ulties addressed by this olle tion of
problems in lude in omplete system knowledge, nonlinearity, noise, and
delays.
Two of the problems are taken from previous hapters|Ungar's biorea tor (Chapter ??) and Jorgensen and S hley's autolander (Chapter ??)
These problems are repeated here in a on ise, onsistent, and omplete format for the purpose of providing all of the details that would
be needed by anyone wishing to test the performan e of a ontroller on
these problems in simulation. Parti ular onstraints, parameter values,
and ontrol obje tives are suggested to en ourage resear hers to perform the same experiments and thus fa ilitate quantitative performan e
omparisons of di erent ontrol te hniques.
Additional problems provided in this hapter on ern balan ing a pole,
steering a tra tor-trailer tru k, steering a ship, and moving a roboti manipulator. These problems have been the subje ts of resear h in neural
network ontrol methods or in other forms of learning ontrol. Two more
problems are from a omparative demonstration of adaptive ontrol design te hniques presented at the 1988 Ameri an Control Conferen e.
Ea h problem des ription in ludes a short introdu tion, the de nition
of the plant to be ontrolled, ontroller input and output variables, and
dis ussions of the problem's obje tive, relevan e, and possible extensions. Previous results are referen ed if they exist. A plant is spe i ed
by its state variables, onstraints, equations of motion, and parameters.
Note that the plant details are for the sake of its simulation; ideally,
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a learning ontroller would fun tion even when this knowledge of the
plant is in omplete or in orre t. The problems are expressed in dis rete
time to ease the task of simulating the plants on a digital omputer. The
de nitions of some of the plants are simpli ed by the use of intermediate
variables that do not represent part of the plant's state. Intermediate
variables are re ognized by the la k of a time index; only state variables
are indexed by time. The equations are presented in the order in whi h
they should be evaluated, with the ex eption of the parameter values
whi h follow the equations.
We hope that these problems will prove useful as testbeds for omparing the performan e of neural network te hniques for learning ontrol
with other approa hes to ontrol design. The best reported performan e
on these and similar ontrol problems will serve as hallenges to others
and as ben hmarks against whi h further results an be ompared.
1.2
1.2.1

The Biorea tor
Introdu tion

The biorea tor (see Chapter ??) is a tank ontaining water, nutrients,
and biologi al ells as shown in Figure ??. Nutrients and ells are introdu ed into the tank where the ells mix with the nutrients. The state
of this pro ess is hara terized by the number of ells and the amount
of nutrients. The volume in the tank is maintained at a onstant level
by removing tank ontents at a rate equal to the in oming rate. This
rate is alled the ow rate and is the variable by whi h the biorea tor
is ontrolled. The biorea tor ontrol problem is to maintain the amount
of ells at a desired level.
1.2.2

Plant

State

1
2

Control
Constraints

r

amount of ells
amount of nutrients
ow rate

0  ;  1 Cell and nutrient amounts are between 0 and 1.
0r2
Flow rate is positive and less than
or equal to 2.
1

2
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The biorea tor is a tank of a liquid mixture of ells and nutrients. The obje tive is
to ontrol the amount of ells by adjusting the ow rate.
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[0℄ a random variable from uniform distribution
on the interval (0:9 ; 1:1 )
[0℄ a random variable from
uniform distribution
on the interval (0:9 ; 1:1 )
r[0℄ a random variable from uniform distribution
on the interval (0:9r; 1:1r)
where , , and r are de ned below.
[t + 1℄ = [t℄ + ( [t℄r[t℄+
[t℄(1 [t℄)e 2 t = )
[t + 1℄ = [t℄ + ( [t℄r[t℄+
[t℄(1 [t℄)e 2 t = 1 +1 + [t℄ )
0:02 growth rate parameter
0:48 nutrient inhibition parameter
 0:01 sampling interval

Initial
Conditions
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Equations
of
Motion
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Parameters
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[ ℄

2

2

Controller Input and Output

Control
Interval
Input
Output
1.2.4

[ ℄

2

0.5 s (50 times as long as the sampling interval, )
[t℄ and [t℄ for t = 0; 50; 100; : : :
r[t℄ for t = 0; 50; 100; : : : and r[t℄ = r[t 1℄ for all other
values of t
1
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Obje tive

The obje tive is to a hieve and maintain a desired ell amount, [t℄, by
altering the ow rate throughout a learning trial. If T is the number of
time steps in a trial, then the obje tive is to minimize the umulative
measure
X
( [t℄ [t℄) :
1

1

t=0;50;100;:::;T

1

2

should be on the order of 5000, whi h is equivalent to 50 se onds.
After T time steps have elapsed, the state of the biorea ter is reset in
the manner used to generate the initial onditions and the ontroller
again attempts to maintain the desired ell amount. This pro edure is
repeated for some number of trials. The umulative errors for ea h trial
an be averaged, perhaps weighting the errors for the most re ent trials
more heavily, to form a nal performan e measure.
Ungar de ned three kinds of biorea tor ontrol problems. In the rst
problem, the biorea tor is started in a region of the state spa e from
T
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whi h a stable state is easily a hieved. Let , , and r be desired
values of the state and ow rate. For the rst problem, ( ; ) =
(0:1207; 0:8801) and r = 0:75. For these values, (  ; ) is a stable
state. Re all that the initial onditions spe ify that [0℄, [0℄, and r[0℄
are within 10% of these values.
For the se ond problem, the desired state is (  ; ) = (0:2107; 0:7226)
and r = 1:25. The fa t that state (0:2107; 0:7226) is unstable makes
this problem mu h harder than the rst.
The third problem is a ombination of the rst two. The desired state
is rst set to a stable value, ( ; ) = (0:1237; 0:8760) with r = 1=1:3.
Then, after 100 ontrol intervals, whi h equals 50 se onds, 0.05 is added
to  , giving  = 0:1737. This shifts the problem from one of ontrolling
about a stable desired state to one involving an unstable desired state.
One in rement in the value of  is suÆ ient.
1
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1.2.5

Relevan e

The biorea tor is a hallenging problem for neural network ontrollers
for several reasons. Although the task involves few variables and is easily simulated, its nonlinearity makes it diÆ ult to ontrol. For example,
small hanges in parameters value an ause the biorea tor to be ome
unstable. The issues of delay, nonlinearty, and instability an be studied with the biorea tor ontrol problem. Signi ant delays exist between
hanges in ow rate and the response in ell on entration. Nonlinearities in the biorea tor's dynami s present a hallenge to networks for
learning nonlinear models. Neural networks that learn to ompensate
for de ien ies in the performan e of onventional ontrollers for this
task an be tested. This is also a good problem for investigating ombinations of methods for predi ting future states with ontrollers that
learn to avoid unstable regions of the state spa e.
The biorea tor easily satis es our goals of relevan e to real-world problems. Improvements in biorea tor ontrol te hniques an result in signi ant savings to the bio hemi al industries.
1.2.6

Extensions

In real biorea tors additional ontrols are available. The ontents of a
biorea tor are often heated and ooled to maintain the temperature at a
level most ondu ive to ell growth. Also, sin e ell metabolism depends
on onta t between ells and nutrients, the ontents are often stirred.
Models in orporating temperature and stirring ontrols would result in
more hallenging and realisti multiple- ontrol problem.
Other extensions involve more realisti models of on entration mea-
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surements. The a ura y of these measurements depends on the a ura y of the measurement devi e and on how well mixed the biorea tor's
ontents are. As a rst step, noise an be added to the on entration
variables.
1.2.7

Referen es

Agrawal, P., Lee, C., Lim, H.C., & Ramkrishna, D., \Theoreti al Investigations of Dynami Behavior of Isothermal Continuous Stirred
Tank Biologi al Rea tors," Chemi al Engineering S ien e, Vol. 37,
No. 3, pp. 453{462, 1982.
Ungar, L.H., Powell, B.A., & Kamens, S., \Adaptive Networks for Fault
Diagnosis and Pro ess Control," Computers and Chemi al Engineering, submitted, 1989.
1.3
1.3.1

Air raft Autolander
Introdu tion

The autolander problem of Jorgensen and S hley (Chapter ??) onerns the landing of an air raft as it is subje ted to wind disturban es.
The air raft is represented by a linearized model with parameter values hosen to mat h the model to a ommer ial air raft. The air raft
model in ludes two feedba k ontrollers typi ally found in ommer ial
air raft|an autothrottle and a pit h autopilot. The air raft's des ent
is ontrolled by spe ifying the desired elevator angle to the pit h autopilot. The speed of the air raft is maintained at a onstant value by the
autothrottle.
Input to an autoland ontroller in ludes the air raft's altitude and
verti al speed and the desired values of these variables obtained from an
Instrument Landing System (ILS). The ILS determines a traje tory su h
as the one shown in Figure ??. The ontroller must generate a sequen e
of desired elevator angles that result in the air raft tou hing down on
the runway within the given ranges of horizontal position, speed, and
pit h.

1.3.

Air raft Autolander

Figure 1.2

An autolander must adjust the elevators of the air raft in order to guide the plane
along a traje tory that is as lose as possible to that spe i ed by the Instrument
Landing System as shown.
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Plant

State

Air raft State
u
w
q

h
x

longitudinal velo ity (ft/s)
verti al velo ity (degrees/s)
pit h rate (degrees/s)
pit h angle (degrees)
altitude (ft)
horizontal position as negative of ground distan e to desired tou hdown position (ft)
Autothrottle State

uT
Wind Disturban e State
ud1 ; wd1 ; wd2

Control

Constraints

pit h angle ommand



10    5
o

o

Initial u[0℄ = w[0℄ = q [0℄ = [0℄ = 0
Conditions x[0℄ = h[0℄= tan
h[0℄ = 500

uT [0℄ = 0

ud1 [0℄ = wd1 [0℄ = wd2 [0℄ = 0

1.3.
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Equations
of
Motion

Wind Disturban es



uh (1 + ln(h[t℄=510)= ln51); h[t℄  10
=
0
; h[t℄ < 10
ud = ud [t℄ + ug
(
p
U =(100 3 h[t℄); h[t℄ > 230
au =
U =600 ; h[t℄  230
N ; N = random variables from standard normal
distribution
p
p
ud [t + 1℄ = ud [t℄ + (0:2jug j 2au N =  au ud [t℄)
aw = U =h[t℄

0:2jug j
; h[t℄ > 500
w =
0:2jug j(0:5 + 0:00098h[t℄); h[t℄  500
p
p
wd = w aw (aw wd [t℄ + 3wd [t℄)
wd [t + 1℄ = wd [t℄ + wd [t℄
p
wd [t + 1℄ = wd [t℄ + (N =  aw wd [t℄ 2aw wd [t℄)
ug

1

0

0

1

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

Pit h Autopilot

ÆE

=



K1 ( [t℄
K3 ( [t℄

[t℄)
[t℄)

K2 q [t℄; h[t℄  hf
K4 q [t℄; h[t℄ < hf

Autothrottle

ÆT
uT [t + 1℄

=
=

K5 (u u[t℄) + K5 !uT [t℄
uT [t℄ + (u u[t℄)

2
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Air raft
u[t + 1℄
w[t + 1℄

= u[t℄ + fXu(u[t℄ ud) + Xw (w[t℄ wd) +
Xq q [t℄ g os [t℄=180 + Xe ÆE + XT ÆT g
= w[t℄ + fZu(u[t℄ ud) + Zw (w[t℄ wd) +
(Zq U =180)q[t℄ + g sin [t℄=180 +
ZE ÆE + ZT ÆT g
= q[t℄ + fMu(u[t℄ ud) + Mw (w[t℄ wd) +
Mq q [t℄ + ME ÆE + MT ÆT g
= [t℄ + q[t℄
= U [t℄=180 w[t℄
= h[t℄ + h_
= U os + ug
= x[t℄ + Vg
0

q [t + 1℄
[t + 1℄
h_
h[t + 1℄
Vg
x[t + 1℄

0

0

Parameters
Autopilot and Autothrottle
K1
K3
K5

2:8
11:5
3:0

K2
K4
!

2:8
6:0
0:1
Air raft Response

Xu
XE
Zw
ZT
Mq

0:038
0:00005
0:605
0:031
0:612

Xw
XT
Zq
Mu
ME

0:0513
0:158
0:0410
0:0211
0:459

Xq
Zu
ZE
Mw
MT

0:00152
0:313
0:146
0:157
0:0543

1.3.
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0 ft/s
20 ft/s
235 ft/s
3
hf 45 ft
g 32:2 ft/s
 0:01 s

u
uh
U0

o

2

1.3.3

Other

throttle omand
wind speed at 510 ft. altitude
nominal speed
ight path angle
altitude at whi h are begins
a eleration due to gravity
sampling interval

Controller Input and Output

Control
Interval

0.1 s (10 times as long as the sampling interval, )

Input

h [ t℄
h_
h
h_

urrent altitute
urrent altitude rate of hange (de ned above)
desired altitute (de ned below)
desired altitude rate of hange (de ned below)
where t = 0; 10; 20; : : :.

Output

 [t℄

pit h angle ommand for t = 0; 10; 20; : : :. For
other values of t,  [t℄ =  [t 1℄.

The desired altitude and altitude rate of hange are determined by
the following ILS system:
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Equations of motion for plant must be al ulated rst
to determine values of ug and h_ .
When h[t℄ > hf :
=
=

h
h_

x[t℄ tan
Vg tan

When h[t℄  hf and h[t 1℄ > hf :
h_ f
x0

= h_
= x[t℄

When h[t℄  hf and h[t 1℄  hf :
x

=

hf Vg

h_ f h_ T D
!
h_ T D
h_ f e x t x 0 =
h = hf
h_ f h_ T D
hf Vg h_ f e x t x 0 =
h_ =
x (h_ f h_ T D )
( [ ℄

( [ ℄

Parameters

1.3.4

h_ T D

)

x

)

x

1:5 ft/s desired altitude rate of hange on
tou hdown

Obje tive

Let T be the time step at whi h the airplane either lands or rashes,
i.e., h[T ℄  0. The landing is judged by four performan e measures.
Listed in their order of importan e, they are the plane's verti al speed,
horizontal position, pit h, and horizontal speed. They are de ned as

1.4.
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follows with the given desired ranges:
verti al speed:
3  h_  1 ft/s
horizontal position: 300  x[T ℄  1000
pit h:
10  [T ℄  5
horizontal speed:
200  Vg  270
1.3.5

Relevan e

Flying air raft are subje t to wind disturban es that an be fatal when
they o ur lose to the ground while landing. Autoland systems that are
routinely employed as ommer ial air raft are not designed to handle
large wind gusts that do o assionally o ur. Systems that ould learn to
improve the performan e of a urrent autoland ontroller in large wind
onditions stand to in rease the reliability and safety of landing.
1.3.6

Referen es

Holley, W.E., \Wind Modeling and Lateral Control for Automati Landing," Stanford University Thesis, 1975.
Neuman, F. & Foster, J.D., \Investigation of a Digital Automati air raft
Landing System in Turbulen e," NASA Te hni al Note TN D6066, Ames Resear h Center, O tober, 1970.
Pallett, E.H.J., \Autopilot Logi for Flare Maneuver of STOL Air raft,"
Automati Flight Control, London, Grenada, 1983.
1.4
1.4.1

Pole Balan ing
Introdu tion

The pole balan ing problem is the problem of learning to balan e an
upright pole, sometimes alled an inverted pendulum. The bottom of
the pole is atta hed by a pivot to a art that travels along a tra k as
shown in Figure ??. Movement of both art and pole is onstrained to
the verti al plane. The state of this system is given by the pole's angle
and angular velo ity and the art's horizontal position and velo ity. The
only available ontrol a tions are to exert for es of xed magnitude on
the art that push it to the left or right.
The event of the pole falling past a ertain angle or the art running
into the bounds of its tra k is alled a failure. A sequen e of for es must

14
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The obje tive of the pole-balan ing problem is to keep the pole upright and the
art away from the ends of its tra k.

1.4.
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be applied that avoid failure as mu h as possible by balan ing the pole in
the enter of the tra k. A naive ontroller, before learning mu h about
this task, will be unable to avoid failures. The pole and art system is
reset to its initial state after ea h failure and the ontroller must learn
to balan e the pole for as long as possible.
1.4.2

Plant

State


_
x
x_

Control

f

Constraints

angle of pole from upright position
angular velo ity of pole
horizontal position of art's enter
velo ity of art
for e on art
12o <  < 12

Pole limited to small angles.
Falling past this is a failure. 12
is limit often used in onventional ontrol to allow use of linear ontrol law.
2:4 < x < 2:4 m Center of art annot ex eed limits of tra k. The art moving
past these limits is also a failure.
f = 10 or 10 N
xed-magnitude
for e
(bang-bang ontrol)
o

o

Initial
[0℄ = _[0℄ = x[0℄ = x_ [0℄ = 0
Conditions
Equations
of
Motion

= [t℄ +  _[t℄
= _[t℄ +


mg sin [t℄ os [t℄ f [t℄ + mp l_[t℄ sin [t℄

(4=3)ml mp l os [t℄
_
x[t + 1℄ = x[t℄ +  x[t℄
x_ [t + 1℄ = x_ [t℄ +


f [t℄ + mp l _[t℄ sin [t℄ [t℄ os [t℄

m
[t + 1℄
_[t + 1℄

2

2

2
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a eleration due to gravity
ombined mass of pole and art
mass of pole
distan e from pivot to pole's enter of
mass
sampling interval

Controller Input and Output

Control
Interval
Input
Output
1.4.4

9:8
1:1
0:1
0:5
 0:02

g
m
mp
l

A Set of Challenging Control Problems

0.02 s (equal to the sampling interval, )
[t℄, _ [t℄, x[t℄, and x_ [t℄
f [t℄

Obje tive

The obje tive of this problem is to avoid failures. Note that this obje tive is equally satis ed by balan ing the pole within a very narrow
or a wide range in angle about the upright position as long as failure
is avoided. This obje tive an be formalized by de ning a failure signal
F [t℄ as

1; if j[t℄j > 12 and jx[t℄j > 2:4 m;
F [ t℄ =
0; otherwise.
The obje tive is to minimize the sum
o

T
X
t=0

F [t℄

over the length of an experiment of T time steps.
A measure of progress during an experiment is the number of steps
between failures, i.e., the balan ing time until failure. The level of performan e a hieved at the on lusion of a run is the balan ing time sin e
the last failure.
1.4.5

Relevan e

The inverted pendulum is one of the simplest inherently unstable systems. It has been used to demonstrate a number of onventional ontrol te hniques (Cannon, 1967; Cheok & Loh, 1987; Eastwood, 1968;
Roberge, 1960). The relatively large set of onventional ontrollers for
this problem an be the basis for omparisons to neural network ontrol methods and for the development of hybrid s hemes in orporating
onventional and neural network ontrol te hniques.

1.4.
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There are also onsiderable pre edents for the appli ation of neural
networks to this problem, referred to in the following Results se tion.
Results already exist with whi h novel approa hes an be ompared.
This is a failure avoidan e task that involves an unstable system and is
therefore related to a wide lass of real problems requiring the avoidan e
of ostly or harmful onditions, as in the ontrol of power generation and
ight ontrol. Another advantage of this task is that many extensions
an be made that fa ilitate the exploration of a number of di erent
ontrol issues.
1.4.6

Extensions

This problem an be extended in many ways. Fri tion an be added to
the pole's pivot and to the art's wheels. Other disturban es, like wind
e e ts and in linations of the tra k, an also be added. Su h extensions
an be used to ompare onventional adaptive ontrol te hniques for
dealing with unknown disturban es with neural network ontrollers.
Other extensions result from di erent ontraints and obje tives. The
xed-magnitude for e an be repla ed by a real-valued for e bounded
within a realisti range. Linear ontrol laws an be used to balan e the
pole when restri ted to small angles as des ribed here. A pole allowed
to swing through 360 degrees would require a nonlinear ontrol law.
Multilayer networks for learning nonlinear ontrol laws ould be tested
on this extension to the problem. More than one pole an be either
mounted on the art or sta ked one upon the other. Another extension
is to use di erent a tuators. Rather than dire tly ontrolling for e, the
velo ity of a wheel motor an be ontrolled to move the art ba k and
forth.
The balan ing problem be omes mu h more hallenging when multiple
tasks are de ned. For example, if the pole is allowed to swing in a
omplete ir le, the ontroller an be given the tasks of either balan ing
the pole or spinning it at a given velo ity, depending on the value of a
ommand input spe ifying whi h goal is desired.
Finally, a major extension is to move out of the world of simulation
into the real world. Many physi al pole and art systems have been
onstru ted and interfa ed to omputer ontrol as part of edu ational
ourses on real-time ontrol. The real-world system will undoubtedly
exhibit diÆ ulties not aptured in simulation.
1.4.7

Results

A number of results have been obtained using additional knowledge not
in luded in the above problem des ription. Guez and Selinsky (1988),
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Tolat and Widrow (1988), and Widrow and Smith (1964) applied supervised learning methods to either learn to mimi a human ontroller
or a given ontrol law. Widrow (1988) showed how supervised learning an be used when the requirement of an existing ontroller is repla ed with the information that the desired state of the pole and art
is (; ;_ x; x_ ) = (0; 0; 0; 0).
Methods for learning solely from the relatively un-informative failure
signal have been applied to the pole balan ing problem by Mi hie and
Chambers (1968), Barto, Sutton, and Anderson (1983), Sutton (1984),
Selfridge, Sutton, and Barto (1985), and Anderson (1987, 1989). In
Barto, et al., (1983) a neural network reliably learned to balan e a simulated pole for at least 30 minutes after experien ing less than 100 failures.
1.4.8
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1.5
1.5.1

Tra tor-Trailer Tru k Steering
Introdu tion

Nguyen and Widrow (1989) demonstrated the appli ation of a neural
network to the problem of learning to steer a tra tor-trailer tru k ba king up at a onstant speed. Their problem de nition, with minor modiations, is repeated here. The ab's front wheels move a xed distan e
ba kward with ea h step. Steering is a omplished by hanging the angle of the front tires with respe t to the orientation of the ab. The goal
is to guide the ba k of the trailer to a point on a loading do k with the
trailer perpendi ular to the do k. Refer to the diagram in Figure ?? to
relate the following state variables to the physi al layout of the problem.
1.5.2

Plant

State

oordinates of enter of rear of trailer
angle of trailer, measured from positive
x with ounter lo kwise being positive
angle of ab, measured from positive x
with ounter lo kwise positive

x; y
s


Control

Constraints

steering angle of front wheels relative to ab
orientation, ounter lo kwise positive

u

x>0


the loading do k is at x = 0
the angle between the ab and
trailer annot be more than 90
70  u  70 steering range of front wheels is
limited

js

o

j  90

o

o

o
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The tra tor-trailer tru k ba ks up at a onstant speed. The obje tive is to position
the rear of the trailer at (x; y ) = (0; 0) by adjusting the angle, u , of the front wheels.
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x[0℄

a random variable from uniform distribution
from 0 to 100
y [0℄ a random variable from uniform distribution
from 50 to 50
s [0℄ a random variable from uniform distribution
from 90 to 90
 [0℄ a random variable from uniform distribution
from s [0℄ 10 to s [0℄ + 10
A = r os u[t℄
B = A os( [t℄ s [t℄)
C = A sin( [t℄ s [t℄)
x[t + 1℄ = x[t℄ B os s
y [t + 1℄ = y [t℄ B sin s


d sin  [t℄ r os  [t℄ sin u[t℄
 [t + 1℄ = tan
d os  [t℄ + r sin  [t℄ sin u[t℄


ds sin s [t℄ C os s [t℄
s [t + 1℄ = tan
ds os s [t℄ + C sin s [t℄
o

Equations
of
Motion

o

1

1

where tan is from 180 to 180 .
r 0:2 m distan e front tires move in one time
step
d 6:0 m length of ab, from pivot to front
axle
ds 14:0 m length of trailer, trailer rear to pivot
1

Parameters

1.5.3

o

Controller Input and Output

Input
Output
1.5.4

o

x[t℄, y [t℄, s [t℄, and  [t℄
u[t℄

Obje tive

The obje tive of this ontrol problem is to move the enter of the rear
of the trailer having oordinates (x; y) as lose as possible to the enter of the loading do k at oordinates (xdo k ; ydo k ) = (0; 0) using only
ba kward movements of the ab. The ab starts in a random position
and orientation relative to the do k, with a random angle between the
ab and trailer. Ea h trial terminates when any orner of the trailer or
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ab onta ts the plane of the do k. Let T be the time step at whi h a
trial is terminated. The squared error in the positioning of the tru k is
given by
(xdo k x[T ℄) + (ydo k y[T ℄) + (0 s[T ℄) ;
sin e xdo k , ydo k, and 0 are the desired values for x[T ℄, y[T ℄, and s[T ℄,
respe tively. Additionally, the desire for a minimum time solution an
be in orporated by minimizing T .
2

2

2

o

1.5.5

Relevan e

The tru k ba ker-upper is representative of many sequential de ision
problems. The ontrol de isions made early in the ba king up pro ess
have substantial e e ts upon nal results. Early moves may not always
be in a dire tion to redu e error, but they position the tru k and trailer
for ultimate su ess. In many respe ts, this tru k steering problem requires a ontrol strategy that is like a dynami programming problem
solution.
1.5.6

Extensions

The problem ould be extended by in luding obsta les in the problem.
A trial would then terminate either by onta ting the loading do k or
one of the obsta les. The same set of xed obsta les ould be utilized for
all training and testing, adding xed onstraints to the ontrol problem.
New positions for the stationary obsta les ould be determined for ea h
trial, requiring a more general apability of planning with onstraints.
The obsta les ould also be allowed to move during ea h trial, providing
a diÆ ult test of planning and dynami replanning.
The obje tive an be modi ed to in orporate the desire for parti ular
tru k paths over others in addition to the goal of rea hing the loading
do k. The results of learning an be biased towards shorter paths or
paths requiring smaller steering angles by adding appropriate terms to
the error fun tion.
1.5.7

Results

Computer simulations of the tru k and a neural network ontroller by
Nguyen and Widrow [1989℄ have demonstrated workability, although no
mathemati al proof yet exists. Their approa h involved the ombination
of a neural network that learned to generate good steering ommands
and a se ond neural network that learned to predi t the next state of the
tru k. After mu h experien e, the tru k ould be initially \ja kknifed"
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and aimed in many di erent dire tions, toward and away from the do k,
but as long as there was suÆ ient learan e the ontroller appeared to
be apable of nding a solution.
1.5.8

Referen es

Nguyen, D. & Widrow, B., \The Tru k Ba ker-Upper: An Example
of Self-Learning in Neural Networks." Pro . of the Int. Joint
Conferen e on Neural Networks, Washington, D.C., June 18-22,
1989.
1.6
1.6.1

Ship Steering
Introdu tion

Figure ??a shows an overhead view of a ship ruising on an o ean. The
ship's state is given by its position, orientation, and turning rate. The
ship starts at a parti ular position and orientation and is to be maneuvered at a onstant speed through a sequen e of gates. In a real ship,
the turning rate would be indire tly ontrolled by hanging the rudder
angle. Here, a desired turning rate is spe i ed dire tly by the ontroller.
There is a time lag between hanges in the desired turning rate and the
a tual rate, modeling the e e ts of a real ship's inertia and the resistan e
of the water.
1.6.2

Plant

State

Control
Constraints

the oordinates of the ship
the orientation of the ship
the a tual turning rate of the ship
r the desired turning rate of the ship
jrj < 15 degrees/se ond ship annot turn faster
than 15 degrees/se ond
x[0℄ = 0:5; y [0℄ = [0℄ = _ [0℄ = 0
x; y

_

Initial
Conditions
Equations _[t + 1℄
of
[t + 1℄
Motion
x[t + 1℄
y [t + 1℄

=
=
=
=



_[t℄ +  r[t℄



_[t℄ =T

[t℄ + _[t℄
x[t℄ + V sin [t℄
y [t℄ + V os [t℄

1.6.
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Figure 1.5

The ship must be steered through a sequen e of gates.
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Parameters

1.6.3

time onstant of onvergen e to desired
turning rate
onstant speed of ship
sampling interval

Controller Input and Output

Control
Interval
Input
Output
1.6.4

5
V 3 m/s
 0:2

T
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0.2 s (= )
x[t℄, y [t℄, [t℄, and _[t℄
r[t℄

Obje tive

The ship's enter starts at oordinate (x; y) = (0:5; 0) moving straight
up ( = 0; _ = 0). The goal is to generate sequen es of r values that
steer the enter of the ship through a number of gates in a parti ular
order using a minimum amount of time.
A simple problem having a single gate should be attempted rst. Pla e
the sides of the gate at oordinates (0:2; 1) and (0:3; 1). The ship must
be steered through this gate as qui kly as possible. A typi al traje tory
is shown in Figure ??b.
The problem be omes more hallenging with additional gates. For
example, using the same nal gate as before, we an add four gates
with sides at (0:8; 0:3) and (0:9; 0:3), (0:3; 0:6) and (0:4; 0:6), (0:5; 0:7)
and (0:6; 0:7), and (0:3; 0:8) and (0:4; 0:8), as shown in Figure ?? . This
sequen e of gates is similar to the one used by Anzai (1984).
1.6.5

Relevan e

This problem is a good test of a ontroller's ability to deal with long
delays and to plan for future onsequen es. The delays involved in the
steering of mobile vehi les depend on the intera tions between a vehi le
and its supporting medium. Nauti al ships exhibit parti ularly long time
delays in response to rudder movements. Planning for future en ounters
with gates should be part of the urrent ontrol de ision, be ause the
ship's position and orientation as it moves through one gate an greatly
a e t the ease of navigating through su essive gates.
Anzai (1984) used this model of a ship steering problem to study
the development of ognitive strategies in the ontrol of systems with
long delays. The evolution of ship traje tories during learning an be
ompared to those published by Anzai that were exhibited by humans
as they learned to ontrol Anzai's simulation.
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Extensions

As formulated, this problem requires a ontroller to learn to guide the
ship through a single set of gates. A straightforward extension to multiple sets of gates is realized by uniquely labeling ea h set of gates and
providing the label for the urrent set of gates as an additional input
to the ontroller. Alternatively, one an attempt a solution to the more
general problem of de iding how to steer the ship when given some representation of the position of the next gate and train on a wide variety
of gate sets. One representation that is similar to what the ontroller of
a ship might experien e is the distan e from the ship to the next gate
and the gate's dire tion relative to the ship's orientation. In luding relative distan es and dire tions to subsequent gates as input would allow
a ontroller to optimize urrent a tions for future en ounters with those
gates.
Other simulated e e ts, su h as water urrents and wind gusts, an
be added to the model and treated either as unknown disturban es or
as environmental variables that are sensed by the ship. Other additions
to the model an simulate more a urately the intera tion between the
ship's motion and its rudder, requiring a ontroller to set the rudder
rather than spe ify a desired turning rate.
1.6.7

Referen es

Anzai, Y., \Cognitive Control of Real-Time Event-Driven Systems,"
Cognitive S ien e, vol. 8, pp. 221{254, 1984.
1.7
1.7.1

Manipulator Dynami s
Introdu tion

The omplete model of a typi al ve or six axis industrial robot is too
ompli ated to qualify as a straightforward ontrol task for omparative studies of alternative ontrol te hniques (Neuman and Murray,
1987b), though onsiderable e ort has been applied to the problem of
eÆ ient representation of manipulator dynami s, for both simulation
and real time ontrol appli ations (Luh, et al., 1980; Neuman and Murray, 1987a). The three axis robot des ribed in this se tion (Morgan and
Ozguner, 1985) and shown in Figure ?? is a reasonable ompromise between system omplexity (and thus realism) and ease of implementation.
It is similar to the three major axes (base, upper arm, and forearm) of
typi al industrial robots. The model is omplete, in that all joint ou-
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Figure 1.6

The ontrol of this three-joint roboti manipulator must deal with omplex
intera tions among the links.

pling terms ( entripetal and Coriolis torques, variable e e tive moments
of inertia, et .) are in luded. It is still an idealized model, however, in
that all masses are assumed to be lumped at dis rete points and e e ts
su h as drive train sti tion are not modeled.
1.7.2

Plant

State

angular position of robot base axis (radians)
angular elevation of upper arm above horizontal (radians)
 angular elevation of forearm above horizontal
(radians)
_ angular velo ity of robot base axis (radians/s)
_ angular velo ity of upper arm (radians/s)
_ angular velo ity of forearm (radians/s)
T torque of base a tuator (kg m /s )
T torque of upper arm a tuator (kg m /s )
T torque of forearm a tuator (kg m /s )
0    180
upper arm annot
pass below plane of
base
1000  Tn  1000 kg m /s a tuator
torque
range is limited
1
2
3

1

2

3

Control

2

1

2

2

2

3

Constraints

2

2

o

2

2

2

2
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of
Motion

A1

A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4
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= (M + M )L os  [t℄ +
M L L os  [t℄ os  [t℄ +
M L os  [t℄ + J
= (M + M )L
= M L L sin( [t℄ +  [t℄)
= ML
= 2(M + M )L sin  [t℄ os  [t℄ +
M L L sin  [t℄ os  [t℄
= M L L os  [t℄ sin  [t℄ + 2M L sin  [t℄ os  [t℄
= M L L sin( [t℄  [t℄)
= (M M )L sin  [t℄ os  [t℄ +
M L L sin  [t℄ os  [t℄
= M L sin  [t℄ os  [t℄ + M L L os  [t℄ sin  [t℄
= (M + M )L os  [t℄
= M L os  [t℄
= B _ [t℄_ [t℄ + B _ [t℄_ [t℄ K _ [t℄ + T [t℄
= B _ [t℄ B _ [t℄ K _ [t℄ + G g + T [t℄
= B _ [t℄ B _ [t℄ K _ [t℄ + G g + T [t℄
=  [t℄ + _ [t℄
=  [t℄ + _ [t℄
=  [t℄ + _ [t℄
= _ [t℄ + C =A
= _ [t℄ +  CAAA CAA
= _ [t℄ +  C A C A
1

2

1

2

2
2

1 [t + 1℄
2 [t + 1℄
3 [t + 1℄
_1 [t + 1℄

_2 [t + 1℄

_3 [t + 1℄

2

1

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

3

2

1

2

2

1
2
2

2

2

2

2

2

1 1

1

2

1

2

2

3

2

3

2 1

2

3

2
4 1
2
5 1

2
3 3
2
3 2

1

1

2

2

3

3

1

4

2

2

A

3

2

2
3

4

3

2
3

1

2

3

1

2

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

1

2
2

2

3

2
1

2

2

3

3

2
1

2

1

2

3

2
1

2

1

1

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

B5
G1
G2
C1
C2
C3

2
1

2

3

A2 A4

2

1

1

2

2

3
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J
M1
M2
L1
L2
K

0:5 kgm
10 kg
5 kg ! 20kg
0:6 m
0:8 m
20 kgm /s
2

2

9:8 m/s
 0:001
g

1.7.3

2

rotational inertia of base
point mass between upper arm
and forearm
point mass at end of arm (in luding payload)
length of upper arm
length of forearm
fri tion oeÆ ient for all a tuators
a eleration due to gravity
sampling interval

Controller Input and Output

Control
Interval
Input

Output
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0.01 s (10 times as long as the sampling interval, )
f (i [t℄); i

= 1; 2; 3 where t = 0; 10; : : : and f (i)
models the limited resolution of joint angle sensors.
Let the resolution be 0.0002 radians, so f (i ) 2
f0:0002njn = 0; 1; 2; : : :g. There are no other inputs. Sensors for joint velo ities and a elerations
are assumed to be unavailable.
Ti [t℄; i = 1; 2; 3, for t = 0; 10; : : : and Ti [t℄ = Ti [t 1℄ for
other values of t.

Obje tive

The traje tory following task involves tra king predetermined traje tories ( [t℄; [t℄; [t℄) representing high speed
movements of the arm. The traje tories used should traverse a wide
range of arm on gurations with high velo ities and a elerations relative to the maximum values possible given the torque limits on the
a tuators. The ontroller should be able to a ommodate variable payload masses, M , within the spe i ed range, either by in luding the mass
as an expli it network input or by adapting to ea h mass individually.
Performan e should be evaluated both in terms of root-mean-square
position error, omputed over ea h test traje tory, and in terms of maximum instantaneous position error during ea h traje tory. Let time be
indexed from 0 to T over a test traje tory and let N be the number of
ontrol intervals within this period. Then the root-mean-square position
Traje tory Following Task:

1

2

2

3
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error is given by

v
u
u
t1

N
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X

3
X
(i [t℄

t=0;10;:::;T i=1

i [t℄)2

and the maximum instantaneous position error by
max

t=0;10;:::;T

v
u
3
u
tX( [t℄
i=1

i

i [t℄)2 :

Tests should be designed to evaluate speed of onvergen e and absolute
performan e using repetitions of a single traje tory, to evaluate learning
interferen e using multiple traje tories, and to evaluate generalization
using random traje tories.
Traje tory Planning Task: The same dynami model an be used to
study optimal traje tory planning. The goal is to move the arm from an
initial position at time step t = 0 to a nal position at a spe i ed time
step t = T , minimizing the obje tive fun tion:
CT

=

X

3
X

t=0;10;:::;T i=1

(Ti[t℄

Ti [t

1℄)

2

:

This is the minimum torque- hange riteria suggested by Uno, Kawato,
and Suzuki (1989; and see Chapter ??). Performan e should be evaluated both in terms of the obje tive fun tion above and in terms of the
position error at the nal time T .
1.7.5

Relevan e

The three axis arti ulated manipulator model ontains many of the same
hara teristi s as real world ontrol problems involving me hani al systems. The parameter values have been hosen su h that the nonlinear
joint oupling e e ts will be important and the ontrol hara teristi s
will be sensitive to payload over the range spe i ed. The problem dynami s are dependent on velo ity and a eleration, but these quantities
annot be measured in the model. Only serial position measurements are
available. Additional real world diÆ ulties are in luded in the torque
limits and the xed position measurement resolution. The hallenges
involved in learning to ontrol the dynami s of su h a system with high
a ura y, over a reasonable subset of the operating spa e, with good
generalization to new movements and with good resistan e to learning
interferen e, are formidable.
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Extensions

The problem an be extended in many ways. Noise an be added to the
sensor measurements. A more realisti motor model an be used for the
a tuators. The a tuator model an be hanged to represent the more
ompli ated dynami s of pneumati a tuators. Assume that the hand
position an be measured in a artesian frame of referen e (with a limited
measurement resolution su h as 0.1 mm). The traje tory following and
traje tory planning tasks an then be implemented in hand oordinates
rather than joint oordinates.
1.7.7

Results

Di erent approa hes to the ontrol of simulated robot dynami s using
neural networks an be found in several pla es (Kawato, Furukawa, and
Suzuki, 1987; Miller, Glanz, and Kraft, 1987; Guez and Selinsky, 1988;
Goldberg and Pearlmutter, 1988). The models used in those studies
vary, but are suÆ iently similar to that des ribed in this se tion to be
useful for obtaining insight into possible ontrol ar hite tures.
Goldberg, K. & Pearlmutter, B., \Using Neural Networks to Learn the
Dynami s of the CMU Dire t-drive Arm II," CMU Roboti s Institute Report, Pittsburgh, PA., Aug. 1988.
Guez, A. & Selinsky, J., \A Trainable Neuromorphi Controller," Journal
of Roboti Systems, vol. 5, pp. 363{388, 1988.
Kawato, M., Furukawa, K., & Suzuki, R., \A hierar hi al neural-network
model for ontrol and learning of voluntary movement," Biologi al
Cyberneti s, vol. 57, 1987, pp. 169{185.
Luh, J. Y. S., Walker, M. W., & Paul, R. P., \On-line Computational
S heme for Me hani al Manipulators." Trans. ASME, J. of Dynami Systems, Measurement and Control, vol. 120, pp. 69{76,
1980.
Miller, III, W.T., Glanz, F.H., & Kraft, L.G., \Appli ation of a general
learning algorithm to the ontrol of roboti manipulators," Int. J.
of Roboti s Resear h, vol. 6, no. 2, 1987, pp. 84{98.
Morgan, R. G. & Ozguner, U., \A De entralized Variable Stru ture Control Algorithm for Roboti Manipulators." IEEE J. of Roboti s
and Automation, vol. RA-1, pp. 57{65, 1985.
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1.8 Problems from the ACC Show ase of
Adaptive Controller Design
1.8.1

Introdu tion

At the 1988 Ameri an Control Conferen e in Atlanta, leading resear hers
in adaptive ontrol assembled to present a \Show ase of Adaptive Controller Designs" (Astrom, 1988; Goodwin, Salgado, and Middleton, 1988;
Huang and Morse, 1988; Johnson, 1988; M'Saad, Landau, Samaan, and
Duque, 1988; Masten and Cohen, 1988; Narendra and Duarte, 1988).
The purpose was to highlight urrent adaptive ontrol te hniques and
to enable omparisons of methodology and apabilities. Ea h group of
resear hers applied their te hnique to two simple ontrol problems.
The omparison of neural network ontrol methods on these problems
to the results published in the ACC show ase ould initiate a series of
ben hmark studies spanning the neural network and adaptive ontrol
elds. Additional show ases are planned for future ACC onferen es
and would be ex ellent forums for introdu ing neural network ontrol
approa hes to an audien e of resear hers a tive in the ontrol eld.
The ACC problem de nitions are tailored to the appli ation of adaptive ontrol te hniques. The stru tures of the plants to be ontrolled are
provided, along with the parameters of the plant. Control designers an
assume knowledge of the plant's stru ture and parti ular values of the
parameters. A ommand signal is provided as input to the ontroller.
The adaptive ontrollers are to respond to the ommand with ontrol
a tions that for e the plant to follow a given \idealized" response, in
spite of variations in the plant parameters and unknown disturban es
added to the ontroller's output.
To make these problems more suitable for the appli ation of learning
methods, we make the following hanges. The a priori knowledge of
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plant stru ture and parameter value ranges are repla ed with a phase of
learning during whi h the learning ontroller intera ts with the simulated
plant operating in various parameter value regimes. The ontroller must
learn a ontrol law that performs well under the experien ed parameter
values and ommand and disturban e signals. The learning phase is
followed by a testing phase that is identi al to the testing onditions
spe i ed in the ACC problem de nitions, in luding the parameter values
and ommand and disturban e signals.
Our reformulation of the ACC problems are stated below. The two
problems di er only in their plant equations and ideal responses|one
problem involves a rst-order plant and the other a se ond-order plant.
1.8.2

First-Order Plant

State

x

Control

u

Disturban e
Initial
Conditions
Equation
of
Motion
Parameters

unknown disturban e added to ontroller
output
x[0℄ = 0
d

x[t + 1℄ = x[t℄ +  ( ax[t℄ + K (u[t℄ + d[t℄))
K
a



1.8.3

0:5  K  2:0
2:0  a  2:0
0:1
sampling interval

Se ond-Order Plant

State
Control
Disturban e

x; x_
u

unknown disturban e added to ontroller
output
x[0℄ = x_ [0℄ = 0
d

Initial
Conditions
Equations x[t + 1℄
of
x_ [t + 1℄
Motion

= x[t℄ +  x_ [t℄
= x_ [t℄ +  ( a x_ [t℄
2

a1 x[t℄ + K (u[t℄ + d[t℄))
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Parameters

K
a1
a2



1.8.4

0:5  K  2:0
3:0  a  3:0
2:0  a  2:0
0:1
sampling interval
1

2

Controller Input and Output

Control
Interval
Input
Output
1.8.5
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0.1 s (= )
x[t℄ and x_ [t℄ (for the se
u [ t℄

ond-order plant)

Obje tive

The obje tive of this ontrol problem, as stated in the ACC Show ase,
is to for e the output of the plant to follow an ideal response, r, de ned
di erently for the two problems:
for rst-order problem: r[t + 1℄ = r[t℄ +  ( r[t℄ + [t℄) ;
for se ond-order problem: r[t + 1℄ = r[t℄ +  r_ [t℄;
r_ [t + 1℄ = r_ [t℄ +  ( 1:4_r[t℄ r[t℄ + [t℄) ;
where is the ommand and r[0℄ = r_[0℄ = 0. This response is to be
followed for the given ommand and disturban e traje tories spanning a
testing phase of 20 se onds. Let t be the initial time step of the testing
phase and tf be the nal time step, i.e., tf = t +20=. The goal, then,
is to minimize
t
X
(r[t℄ x[t℄) ;
0

0

f

2

t=t0

where and d are as de ned in the ACC Show ase:

[t℄ = 11;; tt + 8t=<t+t 8=;
tf ;
and
8
< 1; t  t < t + 6=;
2; t + 6=  t < t + 15=;
d[t℄ =
: 1; t + 15=  t  t ;
f
These signals are pie ewise onstant; hanges value at 8 se onds and
d hanges value at 6 and at 15 se onds.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Details of Training Pro edure

In the ACC Show ase, the goal was to design ontrollers that behave
well for a range of parameter values. In order for a learning ontroller
to onverge on a ontrol law that results in good performan e, it must
have experien e with the plant when it is operating under a variety of
values for its parameters.
The parameter values an be hanged in many ways. For example,
their ranges an be divided into a number of equally-spa ed values. The
parameter values an remain onstant for short periods of time and then
one parameter value an be hanged to its next higher or lower value.
The set of possible parameter values are stepped through until every
ombination of values has been experien ed, after whi h the y le is
repeated. A random sequen e of parameter values an be generated by
periodi ally setting the parameters to values sele ted from a uniform
probability distribution over their allowable ranges. An alternative is
for the parameter values to take uniform random walks. It is important
to spe ify in any report of experimental results the method used to vary
the parameter values.
In addition to various parameter values, the ontroller should also
be exposed to a large variety of ommands and disturban es during
learning. The set of possible ommand and disturban e signals is not
onstrained by the ACC Show ase problem de nitions, ex ept for the
parti ular traje tories to be used for testing the ontroller. One reasonable assumption is that they should not ex eed the values used for
testing. Thus, ommands an be limited to the range [ 1; 1℄ and disturban es to the range [ 2; 2℄.
One strategy for varying ommands and disturban es is to hange
their values at random times, setting them to values sele ted randomly
from the above ranges. Additional assumptions an be made about the
maximum frequen y of hanges, sin e the ommand and disturban e
vary only on e and twi e, respe tively, during the 20 se ond testing
phase.
1.8.7

Relevan e

There are two philosophies of adaptation to unknown variations in a
plant. The onventional philosophy is to adjust the parameters of a
ontrol law in order to produ e ontrol a tions more appropriate for the
urrent plant parameters and disturban es. This adaptation must take
pla e whenever parameters and disturban es hange. The learning philosophy is to remember these adaptations so that when similar hanges
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in the plant o ur in the future, good ontrol a tions are produ ed without waiting for further adaptation. This presupposes that hanges in
the plant an be represented by the input to the ontroller. The ontroller must be given more than just the urrent state and error in the
plant's output. For some problems, providing a re ent history of values taken by available plant outputs might be suÆ ient to represent the
plant hanges. For example, a large disturban e might be indi ated by a
sudden hange in the traje tory of the plant's outputs. Neural networks
ould learn asso iations from the possibly large input ve tors of previous
plant outputs to appropriate ontrol a tions.
The ACC Show ase problems, with their obvious relevan e to adaptive
ontrol, would provide a good testbed for omparing these two philosophies of adaptation. Results from testing neural network ontrollers on
these problems an be dire tly ompared with the existing results from
the appli ation of onventional adaptive ontrol designs. Su h omparisons might even lead to the in lusion of neural network ontrollers in
future ACC Show ases.
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